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Abstract
Position encoding is important for vision trans-
former (ViT) to capture the spatial structure of the
input image. General efficacy has been proven in
ViT. In our work we propose to train ViT to rec-
ognize the 2D position encoding of patches of the
input image, this apparently simple task actually
yields a meaningful self-supervisory task. Based
on previous work on ViT position encoding, we
propose two position labels dedicated to 2D im-
ages including absolute position and relative posi-
tion. Our position labels can be easily plugged into
transformer, combined with the various current ViT
variants. It can work in two ways: 1.As an aux-
iliary training target for vanilla ViT (e.g., ViT-B
[Dosovitskiy et al., 2020] and Swin-B [Liu et al.,
2021]) to improve model performance. 2. Com-
bine the self-supervised ViT (e.g., MAE [He et al.,
2021]) to provide a more powerful self-supervised
signal for semantic feature learning. Experiments
demonstrate that solely due to the proposed self-
supervised methods, Swin-B and ViT-B obtained
improvements of 1.9% (top-1 Acc) and 5.6% (top-1
Acc) on Mini-ImageNet, respectively.

1 Introduction
Vision transformers (ViT) [Dosovitskiy et al., 2020; Zhao et
al., 2020] have recently emerged as an alternative to convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) for computer vision. The
design of ViT is inspired by the transformer of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP), split an image into patches and pro-
vide the sequence of linear embeddings of these patches as an
input to a Transformer [Touvron et al., 2021]. Image patches
are treated the same way as tokens (words) in NLP. The core
of transformer is self-attention [Vaswani et al., 2017], which
is able to model long-range dependencies in the data. How-
ever, Self-attention is fully symmetric, it cannot capture the
ordering of input tokens, which is undesirable for modeling
structured data. Therefore, incorporating position encoding
is especially important for ViT.

There are mainly two classes of methods to add position in-
formation to the ViT’s encoded patches. One is absolute and
the other is relative. Absolute position encoding [Gehring
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Figure 1: Our absolute position labels combined with ViT-B. We
split an image into fixed-size patches, each corresponding to an ab-
solute position, and feed the sequence of image patches to a standard
ViT encoder. The full set of encoded patches output by the ViT is
processed by a lightweight MLP block that outputs the 2D absolute
position corresponding to each image patch. After training, the MLP
block is discarded.

et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018]: each absolute position of the
input token sequence from 1 to maximum sequence length
has a separate encoding vector. The encoding vector is then
combined with the input tokens, usually element-wise add,
to incorporate positional information into the ViT’s input to-
kens. On the other hand, relative position encoding [Dai et
al., 2019; Shaw et al., 2018] calculates the relative position
between tokens based on the absolute position of each input
token, and establishes a look-up table. Each relative position
corresponds to a learnable parameter of the table to learn the
pairwise relations of tokens. The parameters in the table inter-
act with the self-attention weights. Relative position encod-
ing has been verified to be effective in ViT [Wu et al., 2021].
Different from the previous explicit incorporation of position
information, we use the position information as a supervision
signal for ViT self-supervised training, making each encoded
patch implicitly contains its position information, as shown
in Figure 1.

In this paper, we seek to expand the applicability of po-
sition information to serve as a supervised signal for self-
supervised training of ViT. Based on the position information,
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we propose a new ViT self-supervised loss function, namely
position loss, which allows each token to implicitly contain
its position information. Specifically, we split an image into
fixed-size patches and feed the sequence of image patches to
a standard ViT. The full set of encoded patches output by the
ViT is processed by a lightweight MLP block that outputs the
position label corresponding to each image patch. Based on
previous research on ViT position encoding, we propose two
position labels for ViT: absolute position labels and relative
position labels. In Section 3, we illustrate in detail how to
apply these two position labels to ViT and the differences be-
tween them.

Our position loss can work in two ways: 1. Combined with
vanilla ViT (e.g., ViT-B [Dosovitskiy et al., 2020] and swin
transformer [Liu et al., 2021]), as an auxiliary training task
for the model. The ViT is trained under the joint supervision
of the softmax loss and position loss, with a hyper parameter
to balance the two supervision signals. We find that with joint
supervision, the classification performance of ViT is signifi-
cantly improved. 2. Combine the self-supervised ViT, e.g.,
MAE [He et al., 2021]. MAE masks random patches from the
input image and reconstructs the missing patches in the pixel
space. Our position loss can be combined with MAE, allow-
ing the model to not only reconstructs the pixels of the miss-
ing patches, but also outputs the position information of the
missing patches, providing a more powerful self-supervised
signal for semantic feature learning. Our contributions can
be summarized as:

• We propose two position labels for ViT self-supervised
learning, absolute position labels and relative position
labels. The position labels are simple and can be easily
plugged into self-attention layers.

• We introduce efficient implementations for each of the
two position labels, considering both efficiency and gen-
eralizability, enabling ViT to effectively utilize position
supervision signals.

• Our position labels can be combined with vanilla ViT
and self-supervised ViT. Experiments show that, without
adjusting any hyperparameters and settings, Swin-B and
ViT-B obtained improvements of 1.9% (top-1 Acc) and
5.6% (top-1 Acc) on Mini-ImageNet, respectively.

2 Related Work
2.1 Self-Supervised ViT
In pioneering works [Chen et al., 2020; He et al., 2021], train-
ing self-supervised Transformers for vision problems in gen-
eral follows the masked auto-encoding paradigm in NLP [De-
vlin et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019]. iGPT [Chen et al., 2020]
masks and reconstructs pixels. MAE [He et al., 2021] masks
a high proportion of the input image patches and reconstruct
the missing patches. DINO [Caron et al., 2021] studies the
importance of momentum encoder [He et al., 2020], multi-
crop training [Caron et al., 2020], and the use of small patches
with ViTs, to design a simple self-supervised approach that
can be interpreted as a form of knowledge distillation with no
labels. [Chen et al., 2021] focuses on training Transformers
in the contrastive/Siamese paradigm, in which the loss is not

defined for reconstructing the inputs. In this work, we pro-
pose a novel self-supervised learning signal for ViT, named
position labels.

2.2 Position Encoding
Absolute Position Encoding. Since transformer contains no
recurrence and no convolution, in order for the model to make
use of the order of the sequence, we need to inject some in-
formation about the position of the tokens. The original self-
attention considers the absolute position, and add the abso-
lute positional encodings to the input token embedding by
element-wise addition [Vaswani et al., 2017]. There are sev-
eral choices of absolute positional encodings, such as Sinu-
soidal position [Vaswani et al., 2017] fixed encoding using
sine and cosine functions sampling at different frequencies
and [Gehring et al., 2017] the learnable encoding via training
parameters.

Relative Position Encoding. Relative position encoding
is proposed firstly by [Shaw et al., 2018], extending the self-
attention mechanism to efficiently consider representations of
the relative positions, where relative position encodings are
added into the self-attention weight calculation. [Dai et al.,
2019] proposed a novel positional encoding scheme with the
prior of the sinusoid matrix and more learnable parameters,
which not only enables capturing longer-term dependency,
but also resolves the context fragmentation problem. [Wu et
al., 2021] proposes new relative position encoding methods
dedicated to 2D images, called image RPE (iRPE). iRPE con-
siders directional relative distance modeling as well as the in-
teractions between queries and relative position embeddings
in self-attention mechanism. [Ramachandran et al., 2019]
proposed 2D relative position encoding that computes and
concatenates separate encodings of each dimension. [Srinivas
et al., 2021] proposes to incorporate the position information
in the convolutional feature map into ViT by concatenating
the convolutional feature map with a set of feature maps pro-
duced via the self-attentive mechanism.

Unlike the previous explicit combination of position infor-
mation, we use the position information as a supervised sig-
nal for ViT self-supervised training, such that each encoded
patch implicitly contains its position information.

3 Method
3.1 Absolute position label
Here we take ViT-B [Dosovitskiy et al., 2020] as an example,
other ViT variants (e.g., Swin-B [Liu et al., 2021]) are calcu-
lated in the same way. An overview of the absolute position
as an auxiliary training task for classification is depicted in
Figure 1.

We split an image x ∈ RH×W×C into fixed-size patches
xm ∈ RN×(m2·C), where (H,W ) is the resolution of the
original image, C is the number of channels, (m,m) is the
resolution of each image patch, and N = HW/m2 is the
number of generated patches. xclass is the classification to-
ken, whose state at the output of the ViT serves as the image
representation zclass (Eq.2). In ViT-B, as an alternative to raw
image patches, the input sequence can be formed from feature
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Figure 2: Our relative position labels combined with ViT-B. For the breViTy of the image, here we take the relative position label of the
central image patch of the input image as an example, and the rest of the image patches are calculated in the same way. We combine the
center encoded patch with other encoded patches pairwise, input a lightweight MLP block, and output the 2D relative position between the
center image patch and other image patches.

maps of a CNN [He et al., 2016], the patch embedding pro-
jection E ∈ R(m2·C)×D is applied to patches extracted from
a CNN feature map. The linear projection E maps x to D di-
mensions. We refer to the output y of this projection as the
patch embeddings:

[yclass; y1;y2; · · · ; yN ] =
[
xclass; x

1
mE; x2mE; · · · ; xNmE

]
(1)

Feed the sequence of patch embeddings to a standard ViT
encoder:

[zclass; z1; z2; · · · zN ] = ViT
θ

([yclass; y1;y2; · · · ; yN ]) (2)

where zclass is the image representation, which is input to
the classifier to calculate the classification loss. θ denotes the
trainable parameters of ViT. zi = (z1, · · · , zN ) is the rep-
resentation of the image patch xim =

(
x1m, · · · , xNm

)
. We

use a trainable lightweight MLP block (shown in Figure 1)
to project zi = (z1, · · · , zN ) as a 2D vector:[

∧
p 1;
∧
p 2; · · · ;

∧
pN

]
= MLP ([z1; z2; · · · zN ]) (3)

The optimization goal for absolute position label is:

Lp = argmin
θ

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

MSE(
∧
pi , pi)

)
(4)

each xim corresponds to a 2D absolute position label pi =
(p1, · · · , pN ), as shown in Figure 1 (p1 = (0, 0) , · · · , p9 =
(2, 2)). MSE denotes mean squared error.

3.2 Relative position label
Besides the absolute position of each input image patch,
we also consider the relative positional relationship between
patches. Relative position methods encode the relative dis-
tance between input patches and learn the pairwise relation-
ships of patches. We encode the relative position between the

input image patches xim and xjm into a vector prij . To establish
the pairwise positional relationship between the output image
patch embeddings, we intercept half of zi, named 1

2zi, and
combine them in pairs, as shown in Figure 2:

zij = concat

(
1

2
zi,

1

2
zj

)
(5)

where the concat operation concatenates the two embeddings.
Same as absolute position labels, feed zij to a lightweight
MLP block:

∧
p r
ij = MLP (zij) (6)

where
∧
p r
ij denotes the 2D relative position label between xim

and xjm output by the model. The optimization goal of the
relative position label is:

Lrp = argmin
θ

 1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

MSE(
∧
p r
ij , p

r
ij)

 (7)

3.3 Position label joint MAE
The above two position labels can not only be used as auxil-
iary supervision signals for classification tasks, but also can
be used for self-supervised training of ViT, which can be
combined with various current ViT self-supervised methods
to obtain more powerful self-supervised signals. In this sec-
tion, we illustrate our position labels combined with MAE, as
shown in Figure 3. The output of the decoder is not only used
for MAE to reconstruct the image, but also input to the en-
coder to output the absolute position corresponding to each
reconstructed image patch. The two encoders in Figure 3
share parameters. The MAE decoder and our position su-
pervision signal are only used during pre-training.

4 Experiments
In this section, we first describe our experiment dataset and
experiment settings, then conduct an ablation experiment to
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Figure 3: Our absolute position labels combined with MAE. The
output of the decoder is not only used for MAE to reconstruct the
image, but also input to the encoder to output the absolute posi-
tion corresponding to each reconstructed image patch. The two en-
coders in the figure share parameters. This illustration was inspired
by MAE.

demonstrate the position encoding can be used in joint with
the proposed position label. Finally, we combine our ap-
proach with some of the current most popular ViTs to demon-
strate the effectiveness of position labels.

Table 1: Top-1 and Top-5 accuracies (%) for ViT-B model, on Mini-
ImageNet datasets. PE: position encoding term of ViT; APL: the
proposed absolute position label; RPL: the proposed relative posi-
tion label.

Method Top-1 acc. Top-5 acc.
ViT-B + PE (Baseline) 58.28 79.57
ViT-B 56.89 76.32
ViT-B + APL 63.27 80.86
ViT-B + RPL 63.16 80.33
ViT-B + PE + RPL 63.97 83.06
ViT-B + PE + APL 64.43 83.73

4.1 Experiment Settings
Dataset. We evaluate the performance of our method us-
ing the top-1 and top-5 accuracy of the Mini-ImageNet
[Krizhevsky et al., 2012]. Mini-ImageNet contains a total
of 60,000 images from 100 classes.
Implementation details. We use the PyTorch toolbox
[Paszke et al., 2019] to implement all our experiments. Dur-
ing training, we used the standard SGD optimizer with a mo-
mentum of 0.9 to train all the models. The weight decay is
set to 4E-5 always. The cosine learning schedule [He et al.,
2019] with an initial learning rate of 0.1 is adopted. The im-
ages are cropped to 224 × 224 as the input. Random horizon-
tal flipping and random cropping are used for data augmenta-
tion.

4.2 Ablation Studies
Incorporating explicit representations of position information
is known to be especially important for Transformers, since
the model is otherwise entirely invariant to sequence order-
ing, which is undesirable for modeling structured data. We

Table 2: Top-1 and Top-5 accuracies (%) for Swin-B model, on
Mini-ImageNet datasets.

Method Top-1 acc. Top-5 acc.
Swin-B + PE (Baseline) 67.39 86.88
Swin-B 66.18 86.02
Swin-B + APL 67.95 87.19
Swin-B + RPL 68.46 87.45
Swin-B + PE + APL 68.73 87.83
Swin-B + PE + RPL 69.11 88.02

Table 3: Top-1 and Top-5 accuracies (%) of various ViT variants, on
Mini-ImageNet datasets. Each ViT variant follows the approach of
adding position encoding in its paper.

Method Top-1 acc. Top-5 acc.
ViT-B [Dosovitskiy et al., 2020] 58.28 79.57
DeiT-B [Touvron et al., 2021] 63.67 83.92
Swin-B [Liu et al., 2021] 67.39 86.88
MaxViT-B [Tu et al., 2022] 67.20 86.31
NesT-B [Zhang et al., 2022] 67.43 86.75
ViT-B + APL 64.43 83.73
DeiT-B + APL 66.49 85.34
Swin-B + APL 68.91 87.83
MaxViT-B + APL 68.60 87.56
NesT-B + APL 68.73 87.95
ViT-B + RPL 63.97 83.06
DeiT-B + RPL 66.85 85.21
Swin-B + RPL 69.11 88.02
MaxViT-B + RPL 68.93 88.58
NesT-B + RPL 69.56 88.67

are surprised to find that the proposed position labels can be
used in combination with traditional position encoding, the
model does not learn the identities and can achieve the best
performance gains. We experiment on ViT-B and Swin-B re-
spectively, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

4.3 Combination with various ViT variants
We combine absolute and relative position labels with various
ViT variants, each ViT variant follows the approach of adding
position encoding in its paper. The experimental results show
that the proposed position label can significantly improve the
performance of ViT, for full-attention transformer (eg: ViT-
B) absolute position label works better, for local-attention
transformer (eg: Swin-B) relative position label works bet-
ter, as shown in Table 3.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we review existing position encoding methods,
and propose two position labels for self-supervised training
of ViT. The abundant experiments show that our method can
be combined with various ViT variants, bringing significant
improvements on classification tasks. Our methods could be
easily plugged into existing ViTs. In addition, our position
labels can also be used for ViT fully self-supervised training
to provide a more powerful self-supervised signal.
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